
GRAPE VARIETY

LOCATION

EXPOSURE AND ALTITUDE

SOIL TEXTURE

PRUNING

DENSITY

HARVESTING

ALCOHOL

SERVING TEMPERATURE

FORMAT

ENOLOGIST 

100% Verdicchio

Staffolo, Le Marche, in the historic area of Verdicchio Classico

SE/SW, 380-410 mt/asl

Mainly clay

Guyot

3600 plants/ha

II-III decade of September

12.50% vol

8-10°C

0.75 L

Edoardo Pace

  
VINIFICATION
Grapes arrive in few minutes in the cellar and quickly pressed. The first part of the must is chosen and 
chilled to promote the natural settling of the lees. The alcolic fermentation starts using selected 
yeasts and goes on at controlled temperature (15-16°C) for about 18-20 days. At the end of this 
process the wine is poured and begin the ageing period that increase its structure and body.

AGEING
In steel, sur-lies, for about  4 months and in bottle for an additional month

TASTING NOTES
Straw yellow with light green reflections. The clean aroma is intense and hints at white flowers, herbs, 
yellow apples and canned fruits. Full and firm at the taste, well balanced with quite long finish.

GREAT WITH
Ideal with all types of fish including raw, delicious with shellfish. Excellent with fried vegetables and 
cheese.

CA S T E L F I O R A
VERD ICCH IO DE I  CASTEL L I  D I  JES I  DOC CLASS ICO

The Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi tradition begins with the arrival of the Dorians people to 
Ancona from Greece in 387 BC (”Ankon” means elbow in Greek and the capital and main 
harbour of le Marche region is located in a gulf).
From the ancient Greek “staphile’” (bunch of grapes) comes also the name of Staffolo, the 
medieval town which hosts our winery and Verdicchio vineyards.
After a few centuries the Romans took control of these territories, contributing also to 
perfectioning local winemaking by introducing the Roman Amphor preservation and aging 
technique.
And it is on the back of this ancient story, that since the 1940s the sensuous Amphor 
shaped bottle became the symbol of Verdicchio around the world.
Our Verdicchio’s vineyards are all inside this small, original, historical area of the Verdicchio 
dei Castelli di Jesi which allows for the most prestigious “Classico” denomination.
This is our special “vintage” edition (1940) of the Castelfiora Amphor: the ancient tradition 
of Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi, presented with the best balance for the new generations.


